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Techniques in Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery is a richly illustrated, step-by-step guide to oculoplastic

surgery, covering everything from the basics to the most recent advances. Jeffrey A. Nerad, MD

provides a personal tutorial approach detailing both procedural and management aspects of

practice. Includes the latest in cosmetic procedures and detailed photographs and surgical line

drawingsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢most of which are in full color. This is the essential text for those learning

oculoplastic surgery and will bring even the most experienced practitioner up to date with current

practice and procedures. Develop a strong foundation in this complex field and apply surgical

techniques to frequently encountered abnormalities and aesthetic facial enhancement. Keep this

outstanding text close by for a fast, practical, and authoritative reference.Features more than 760

illustrationsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢over 700 in full colorÃ¢â‚¬â€¢from pre- and post-operative photographs to

step-by-step surgical line drawings, that provide you with a nuanced visual understanding. Presents

an expertÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s perspective on the most frequently performed oculoplastic surgical procedures

for authoritative and trusted guidance. Provides the indications for the use of each procedure along

with advice on the management of complications so you have a structured resource with both

procedural and management information. Devotes an entire chapter to aesthetic surgery of the face

providing extensive coverage of this important and rapidly developing area in oculoplastic surgery.
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"The DVD shows 20 operations. These are clearly described and are a very useful adjunct to the



book. Overall the book would be useful reading for a UK higher surgical trainee studying for the

FRCS examination in a relevant specialty and would be an asset in a departmental library." Annals

of the RCS, June 2011

I buy it as a gift for every ophthalmology resident passing through my teaching rotation in

oculoplastic surgery, and I still refer to it myself! Very clear and straight forward with easy to

understand illustrative figures, diagrams and bonus videos. The author narrates as if you're sitting

with him in the operating room where he's instructing you during surgery. Fantastic book!

Dr. Nerad's book is great. He has a very plain-spoken, concise way of explaining concepts, and

there are great pointers sprinkled throughout the book. I got the Kind Version so I can take it with

me to read when I have a moment free in the clinic. It doesn't seem the DVD is included in the

Kindle version, which was bit of a disappointment.

Great book for Residents and Fellows learning Oculoplastics.

It is very good.

Great

Great book. Has the ability to convey complex ideas. great personal tutorial with plenty of tips and

tricks to enhance your surgical decisions and operations

This book is amazingly good. It's basically an updated improved version of Jeff's previous

prerequisites book but so much better now especially with the colour and DVD. It's now the primary

textbook of choice for all our trainees and fellows passing through our oculoplastic service. It's very

much a personal tutorial and of course there are lots of ways to skin a cat, etc. Others criticise it by

citing that it doesn't present a fully comprehensive catalogue of every operation technique for a

particular problem but put it this way....every trainee who's used it has become a very competent

surgeon using standard recognised techniques which the majority of oculoplastic surgeons would

agree with. I now recommend this, Richard Collin's systematic eyelid surgery as the first 2 books to

buy for our fellows....Dave CheungBirmingham, UK
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